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Abstract 

This paper discusses many of the most important aspects of community in gaming, within 

and beyond the game world. This includes: how communities form in online games and how 

activities centred around gaming facilitate online communities. The paper argues that games, 

and online subsidiary activities centred around them, provide social benefits to participants 

that compliment off-line social interaction by promoting the growth of communities both 

within and beyond the game world. More specifically, this paper analyses and explores: game 

worlds, “third place”, flow, hallucination of the real, text-based messaging, Voice over 

Internet Protocol, playing with friends, social media content creation, and “modding”; and 

relates these aspects to social benefits including: bridging and bonding social capital, agency, 

social proximately, familiarity, and weak and strong ties.   
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Gaming Communities in and beyond Game Worlds 

The social benefits of game play and communities created within games have been 

extensively researched (Trepte, Reinecke, and Juechems, 2012). In the context of 2018, 

communities not only thrive within games themselves but also the secondary activities 

surrounding the games. This paper argues that: games, and online subsidiary activities 

centred around them, provide social benefits to participants that compliment off-line social 

interaction by promoting the growth of communities both within and beyond the game world. 

This paper will firstly discuss how communities form within game worlds and the types of 

communities created. Then it will explore how these, and new, communities form and 

prosper via subsidiary online activities that centre around games. These subsidiary activities 

include, but are not limited to, social media content creation and modifying games. 

Throughout the paper I will also analyse the social benefits that players and participants attain 

because of the communities they become a part of.  

In Game Communities and Immersive Game Worlds 

Online gaming has developed over multiple decades, with video games dating back 

over 45 years (Leaver, 2018). The realism, expansiveness and detail in video games has, 

obviously, increased extensively over this time. This, and the number of participants is likely 

to continue to increase in future years (Leaver, 2018; Kim, Lee, Thomas, and Dombrowski, 

2009). Far from the likes of static games such as “Pong”, these games are detailed enough for 

players to express themselves within the game (Leaver, 2018). Furthermore, because of 

technologies such as the World Wide Web, players can interact with not only the game world 

but other players. This interaction, as well as communication, forms the basis for online 

communities to develop and grow (Steinkuehler, and Williams, 2006). As detailed below, 

player interaction occurs within games and using other platforms such as social media. 

 Many games have enough detail that immersive worlds are created, where players are, 

at-least for the most part, solely focused on what is happening in the game. Frostling-

Henningsson (2009), describes this state of being as “flow”. Sufficiently detailed games can 

take multiple forms and include multiple genres of games. However, game genres such as 

Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games (MMORPGs) are the most profound 

examples of online game worlds. These games can be described as “Third places”, which are 

“crucial… for civic interaction” (Williams, Ducheneaut, Zhang, Yee, and Nickell, 2006; 

Oldenburg, 1997). This is because of the extensiveness of the game and the actions available 



to the player (Williams and Ducheneaut, et. al., 2006). There are many roles a player can 

play, hence role-playing game, and no one player can be a master of everything. Therefore, to 

prosper in these “worlds” (Frostling-Henningsson, 2009) players should not only 

communicate but also cooperate with each other (Williams and Ducheneaut, et. al., 2006). 

This cooperation leads to communities forming within the game. Katz, Rice, Acord, 

Dasgupta, and David (2004) describe this type of community as a “pseudo-community”. This 

does not mean that the community is not real, but rather the community is based in a virtual 

world and has a group focus. The community type “Social Network” could also apply for 

some players or groups who exhibit individual centred attributes (Katz, et al., 2004). 

Furthermore, common goals and ongoing communication lead to partnerships, friendships 

and strong ties developing in the game (Williams and Ducheneaut, et. al., 2006; Domahidi, 

Festl, and Quandt, 2014).  

 One well researched game is popular MMORPG “World of Warcraft”, which at its 

peak had twenty million monthly paid players (Leaver, 2018). This game’s popularity can 

largely be attributed to the communities around and in the game that were developed because 

of the immersive, detailed, and continuing world centred around engaging gameplay 

(Williams and Ducheneaut, et. al., 2006). Game mechanics, such as an in-depth virtual 

economy and levelling system, lead to a “hallucination of the real” (Frostling-Henningsson, 

2009) where new personas, personalities and lifestyles are created and/or expressed.  

 The state of “flow” and the “hallucination of the real” are both ways of describing the 

level of immersion games facilitate. This does not only occur in MMORPGs but also First-

Person Shooters (FPSs). In these games, players are looking through the eyes of a soldier that 

they control. Online gameplay is centred around fighting against, and with, other players. 

Candy (2012) describes his level of extreme focus on trying to keep himself but more 

importantly, his teammates alive. With games such as “Counter Strike: Global Offensive” 

(CS: GO) a team of players work together to fight against another team. Much like a virtually 

violent sport (Williams and Ducheneaut, et. al., 2006). Candy (2012) states that the level of 

cooperation and fast paced nature of the games lead to strong friendships being formed. This 

can be described as bonding social capital which develops into strong ties (Steinkuehler, and 

Williams, 2006). These players turn their team into a community, one of which, the members 

are very close. Even so much so that once virtual friendships expand past their initial “third 

place” into the offline world (Candy, 2012). 

 As stated above, being able to communicate is obviously a key driver in forming 

social bonds and communities. There are many ways in which games facilitate and promote 



communication between players. The simplest way many games facilitate online 

communication, is through in game chat. This allows players to communicate using text-

based messages. However, this is crude by 2018’s standards. The time taken to create a 

message causes a delay between when the producer wants to communicate the message and 

when the viewer receives it. The, relatively, long time that the message takes to create, means 

that this form of communication is less often used in fast paced games and/or is often limited 

to use for greetings when gameplay is slower. This limits the ability for players to acquire 

bonding social capital or develop strong ties through using in game, text-based messaging 

alone. In saying this, the messenger’s in game name is associated with the message, meaning 

social proximately, familiarity, and bridging social capital is created using in game chat 

(Trepte, Reinecke, and Juechems, 2012). 

In many online FPSs, like “CS: GO”, Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is a feature 

that allows players to speak to other players while in the game. VoIP within the game can 

facilitate the communication between players who are not friends. In the case of “CS: GO”, 

in game VoIP is commonly used when matchmaking with-out friends. This means the players 

who become part of your team are not players that you personally know. VoIP allows these 

new teammates to strategize, give “call outs”, or simply communicate in real time. 

Strategizing or simply giving good call outs result in social capital and a sense of agency for 

the communicator and would not be possible with-out the use of Voice over Internet Protocol 

(Candy, 2012). Real time communication also promotes a sense of “flow”, develops the game 

into a “third place”, and encourages players to form communities (Frostling-Henningsson, 

2009; Williams and Ducheneaut, et. al., 2006; Candy, 2012).  

 Games have also used other ways of connecting players with each other. A standard 

feature in any online game in 2018, the ability to create a list of friends and easily join each 

other’s games, should not be overlooked as the most important aspect of facilitating social 

gameplay. The widespread inclusion is likely due to social reasons being the main cause of 

gameplay (Frostling-Henningsson, 2009; Domahidi, Festl, and Quandt, 2014) and the 

exclusion of this feature, and therefore social gameplay, would be essentially unacceptable 

for many gamers. 

In some cases, game features connect existing players with their friends whom may 

not play the game. Social games, or games based on social networking platforms, have used 

this technique for many years (Di Loreto, and Gouaich, 2010). More games, and games of 

different genres, are starting to utilize this technique. A recent example (2017/2018) is 

“Fortnite” (Bedford, 2018). When a player is not in a game of “Fortnite” they are firstly 



prompted to invite other friends that are online. However, players are also prompted to link 

their game account to Facebook. This is a clear example of “Fortnite” utilising in game 

features, and other digital networking technologies, to extend the gaming community for the 

specific player and to increase the size of “Fortnite’s” community. This results in bonding 

social capital being created between existing friends who were Facebook friends but can now 

easily game together and strengthen their bond. 

Communities in Subsidiary Activities Centred Around Gaming 

Being part of a gaming community can offer much more than just playing a game. As 

detailed above, very strong sub-communities can form within a game itself. However, 

arguably to benefit most from the community around a specific game, the player should 

participate in multiple aspects of the community. This includes many subsidiary activities 

that centre around a game but are beyond gameplay. The biggest activity, in terms of active 

participants, is being involved in social media based on the game. The social media coverage 

of games is very large and complex (Minguez, 2014). The communities formed on social 

media platforms are not necessarily the same as the ones formed within games, but any 

content created by, from, or about a game is still centred around that game and connects to 

the game itself. Social media coverage of a game and any communities that form because of 

this are extensions of the game and the communities it promotes. 

The media created based on games is essentially infinite and impossible to analyse in 

its entirety. Due to the shear amount of content, social media content about games, or a 

specific game, should be broken down into three groups: non-professional user-generated 

content, professional user-generated content, and industry generated content. Furthermore, 

where there is a group of participants that can share commonalities, there is a community 

(MacQueen, et al., 2001). This means that the members of each of these groups can be 

classified as a community. For example, a group of social media marketers working for a 

company would be considered a community.  

Communities also interact with each other on social media. For example, industry 

members often promote professional content-creators’ work. This shares some of the 

industry’s agency with the content creator as a gift for creating content on their game. 

Specifically, “Fortnite” representatives often use their institutional authority to share and 

promote video content made by aspiring content creators (Fortnite, 2018). Industry members 

also “like” or “favourite” non-professional user-generated content. This gives the player 

social capital and agency in several sub-communities such as their friends or other players. 



Both actions, and others not mentioned, create mutual benefits and provide motivation for all 

parties. 

Another important subsidiary activity based on gaming, is “modding” or modifying 

games. “Mods” or modifications to a game are quite commonplace in certain single player 

games such as “Fallout” (Bailey, 2018). Communities around “mods” or certain “modders” 

(modifiers) are also quite extensive. Because of the advancement in hardware and software 

used to create “mods” and the large number of people interest in games, many “mods” have 

been made. However, the ability to create useful, or even professional, “mods” is highly 

respected in the gaming community. This has meant “modders”, especially the best ones, 

receive a large amount of agency and social capital within their sub-community, and even the 

gaming community in general.  

“Mods” can range in size from very small, to whole new games created in a different 

game engine (Bailey, 2018). The small “mods” can be made by one person, however, the 

largest “mods” are made by a team. This team requires large amounts of cooperation and 

collective problem solving. Furthermore, a team of “modders” can spend many years creating 

a “mod” without guaranteed financial compensation. Because of this, and the passion 

required to undertake such a task, the group can form a strong community based on gaming. 

Social capital is created within the community and received from beyond the “modding” 

community as detailed above. Furthermore, the feeling of belonging and accomplishment, 

and the friendships developed are just some of the social benefits that occur because of this 

subsidiary activity of gaming (Koivisto, 2003). 

Conclusion 

 The communities formed within and beyond games can provide large social benefits 

to the participants. This includes but is not limited to, bridging and bonding social capital, 

agency, and social proximately and familiarity. All, or some, of these benefits combine and 

allow participants of gaming communities to create and develop friendships and belong to 

their community(s). This can occur within the game world or outside of it, through online 

subsidiary activities. However, both are centred around gaming and the communities that 

occur because of it. 

 The concept of communities, even within a gaming stream, is very large. Moreover, 

gaming as a stream is very broad and complex. This has meant this paper cannot, and has not, 

explored all aspects of community within gaming. More specifically, aspects including: e-

sports, cosplay, gaming events, gaming lounges, and more, have not been discussed. Also, 



greater depth in the aspects discussed could occur if the focus of the paper was narrower. 

However, this paper has discussed many of the most important aspects of community in 

gaming, including: game worlds, “third place”, flow, hallucination of the real, text-based 

messaging, VoIP, playing with friends, social media content creation, and “modding”. 
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